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Rugby’s Entente Cordiale FIFA 22 introduces an all-new 3D Rugby engine and the latest iteration of the Rugby gameplay, providing a
completely authentic Rugby experience in FIFA. New Commentary Feature Footage captured by the 23 new broadcast cameras, including the
new closed-circuit 2K Video Cameras, are used to produce the commentary. The broadcast crew is composed of four experts: Lee Dixon, Gary
Neville, Martin Tyler, and Andy Gray. Pitch-to-Post The Pitch-to-Post, (PTB) a part of the Pitch Intelligence system introduced in FIFA 17, has
been upgraded to a more refined and sophisticated version in FIFA 22. Players receive feedback and offers from the Pitch-to-Post system
based on the pitch status they have selected. They can then choose to start the game with an intelligent pitch and make the most of the
information presented by the PTB. Ultimate Team The Ultimate Team is one of the most popular features in FIFA, and FIFA 22 brings a number
of fresh features that will engage all-time Ultimate Team fans. UT Champions A brand-new breed of players has been added to the eFootball
Pro Evolution Soccer 2017 game. These are the Ultimate Team Champions (UTC) players who have won the most prestigious prize in the
Ultimate Team mode: the Fifa Ultimate Team Championship Trophy. Players earn these titles via six different means: • Winning the UTC
Championships via Free-to-Play Champs mode. • Winning the UTC Championships via standard gameplay. • Winning the UTC Championships
via specific modes. • Winning one of the six special events held throughout the year. • Winning a specific Tournament with an all-UT squad. •
Winning the UTC Champions. The Ultimate Team Champions: Ultimate Players Club is a new Premium Card set that can be purchased on
FIFA.com. Players can purchase Ultimate Players Club Packs (UPC) to add Ultimate Players Club cards directly to their Ultimate Team squads.
These cards offer players exciting and exclusive bonuses. Players can earn Ultimate Players Club cards by competing in daily challenges, by
winning games in a single player mode (like FUT Champions), or they can use coins, FIFA Points, or Ultimate Team Packs to buy Ultimate
Players Club cards. New Champions FIFA 22 introduces
Features Key:
New soundtrack - Based on the authentic sounds of the football world, EA SPORTS Introduces the FIFA soundtrack, which is packed with 30 brand new songs.
New World Cup stadiums - The World Cup hosted by Russia is taking place in 2018. FIFA 22 brings you 15 completely unique World Cup stadiums, with new play and novelty environments, presenting a fresh take on some of the most popular, iconic, and stadium-filled locations in football.
New Pro Clubs - Choose from authentic Pro Clubs as you build your FUT Pro Team and take out the competition.
New FUT Champions League - Based on the UEFA Champions League, FUT Champions League takes you through the finest amateur soccer competition and provides you with unique fixtures, rivalries, fan tournaments, and unique game modes.
New Dribbling System - Dribbling has undergone many changes in FIFA 21, and in FIFA 22, EA SPORTS has made it even more impactful, allowing you to play more with your head.
FIFA Ultimate Team Customisation now lets you create your very own players and kits - on the global leaderboards.
New dynamic free kicks - Step in front of the opposition's penalty area and change the course of play thanks to a brand new angle-based kick meter.
New injury system - FIFA 22 offers a more accurate simulation of injury, and you'll now see players limping as they run or fall down.
FIFA 22 brings all the ground breaking updates of FIFA 21 to the game including all FUT Live and FIFA Ultimate Team Seasons, Youth Leagues, Tactics, Kits, Friends and Partners with real-life players.
Improved squad management with the brand new Clubs & Leagues tool, sending your drafted players off for the winter transfer window, while giving you real-time news and analysis.
Use your Smart Control feature with smaller buttons on the D-pad, allowing players to be even more accurate with shots, as well as dribbling.
Enhanced Player Progression - EA SPORTS TRAINING includes a one-of-a-kind new ‘My Player’ feature that allows players to continually evolve their game as they level
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Only the World’s #1 Official Video Game brings you LIVE FIFA action on and off the pitch for your favorite European teams and players.
Featuring football’s biggest stars, teams and stadiums, FIFA is also home to the best feature set in sports video games. For more
information please visit: “FIFA” and “FIFA World Cup™” are registered trademarks of FIFA and are used by EA Sports™ under license from
FIFA. FIFA, FIFA World Cup, World Cup and Player Series are trademarks of EA Canada. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. UNITY EA SPORTS FIFA 18 delivers game-changing online and offline enhancements which power new social
connections on and off the pitch. Whether you’re online with your friends on a team, competing against your peers as a solo player or
forming part of a squad, FIFA 18 has you covered. And for the first time ever, FIFA 18 features the largest official squad updates in the
game’s history. Leading the way from the pitch to your social world, this season of innovation will put the game at your fingertips. Now the
Leaderboard makes you the judge and jury of your teammates, taking into account your performance, your mood, and your affection for
your club and your friends. Have an impact on your World Cup squad as you accrue and manage experience points. You decide how to use
the points, whether it’s to equip your team with the best player gear or purchase squad boosts. Stay in control with your friends, influence
the Leaderboard, and watch the online competition play out. Access the new Squad Draft mode to build and manage your dream squad.
FIFA 18 delivers full game-changing enhancements to: Off the pitch • Social Connections – FIFA 18 connects you to the online, social world
of FIFA. On and off the pitch, check out your friends on the game, connect with them on Facebook and Twitter, and interact with them on
the game’s official website, fifa.com. • Online Trending – You can watch other FIFA players’ habits on the social media site Twitter and see
how players are performing in real time, right from within the game. • Autofill – Improve your playing style with new Skills and Traits from
the players you’re following on Twitter, Facebook bc9d6d6daa
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Compete in matches with friends and earn rewards from FUT Champions. Unlock players, make trades, and improve your squad with over 800
FUT Champions, over 700 new players, and a range of new kits and gear to boot! PS Plus members will also receive the FUT Champions pack
at no additional cost, which contains 3 FUT Champions for PS4, 1 FUT Champion for PS3, and 1 FUT Champion for Xbox One. Sack! New to
FIFA in FIFA 22 – the new Sack feature allows you to take points off a player during a match. This includes elements such as manually picked
cards and fouls. MESSI-T-MANIA! Take on the role of the stars in FIFA Ultimate Team, and create the ultimate squad by building your squad
with real-world football superstars. CHALLENGERS Challenge your FIFA Ultimate Team to a multiplayer season consisting of eight FIFA
matches, four versus four per match. Every week, the team with the most points at the end of the season will be crowned the Champion!
Madden NFL 25 While Madden NFL 25 is still focused on the football action, the game has also been refreshed to include enhanced minigames, including movement and accuracy in the Ultimate Team Challenge and improved playbooks that make football decisions and strategy
just a little bit more fun. And of course, the core Madden gameplay still delivers the speed, control, and realistic simulation that have set the
standard for the franchise. Below are some highlights: IN DEEP Deep-seating deep balls are back in Madden NFL 25, providing true football
wows and blowouts! MUTCH Re-mutch with great accuracy and control. Pass at your targets' ankles, too! FULL CONTROL Pass, block, and run
from the snap to the whistle with the authentic X's and O's of football! SECONDARY TRAINING Whether you're a seasoned Madden pro or a
rookie, customize your secondary to suit your play style with Secondary Training from the quarterback's perspective. MUTUAL OF COURSE For
the first time, rivalries between your favorite players will take on a whole new dimension. Take your fandom to the next level and earn
rewards like exclusive player items and even XP and coins that you can use in Madden Ultimate Team! FIRST IMPRESSIONS A fresh new look
and a game you've never played before
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What's new in Fifa 22:
UEFA Champions League – Create the ultimate squad in the famous European tournament and lace up your boots to take on some of the continent’s biggest clubs in the most prestigious club competitions
in all the world—or tear them all down in the World Cup.
All-Club Team of the Season. Now players can turn their teams into an All-Club Team of the Season by customising their game outfits and kits, and earn All-Club Team status after an exhilarating style of
play that pushes rival teams to the edge.
Further league depth. Create your own squads as you play through all the continental leagues and use Custom Player Draft tools to build a team to strive for glory.
Manage your club and play your club matches deeper than ever before. Turn-based, tactical and exhilarating football made more immersive with multiple layers of gameplay.
Key features of FUT (No official release date as of the time of this post, though the game was announced at E3 this year and it will be out by 2017):
7 matchdays per season across multiple leagues from multiple countries – Football’s most intuitive squad-building interface ever.
40+ officially licensed kits, made from authentic team sponsors, worn by top players in world football.
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What is PES? What is FIFA? What is PES? What is FIFA? What is PES? Powered by Football™, EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22 brings the game even closer
to the real thing with fundamental gameplay advances and a new season of innovation across every mode. Whether you’re competing in our
season-defining Heineken Cup, competing on the pitch or dreaming of the ultimate comeback, FIFA 22 is the most complete and authentic
team sport game ever created.Developed by EA CanadaFIFA 22 brings back the speed, flair and authenticity of the best and most popular
FIFA title to date. The all-new DrivenPlayer2 takes you to an entirely new level of fluidity and feel, while EA SPORTS™ Ignite makes AI
companions in attack and defence part of the game for the first time. The all-new one-touch build-up has been improved while the all-new
Preseason Match Engine (PME) brings the most realistic transfers and tournaments to date, and adds new ways to get a leg up on the
competition.Finally, FIFA 22 is powered by Football™: an all-new engine that makes an incredible leap forward, so you can truly feel the
game’s authentic details of stadium architecture, dynamic crowds and grass. Like nothing ever before, FIFA 22 keeps your favourite realworld teams and players at the heart of the game with completely revamped gameplay. So, whether you’re cheering on Leicester City or goalscoring for Tottenham, there’s a football game that fits your style.Brought to you by EA CanadaFIFA 22 brings back the speed, flair and
authenticity of the best and most popular FIFA title to date. FIFA 22 also has the most authentic online experience yet, bringing you through
the game’s busy social and matchmaking systems and into the core of the FIFA community. Powered by Football Manned by FootballThe core
gameplay engine of FIFA 22 has been completely reworked, based on the unprecedented feedback from players. That includes driving a car
on a circuit, moving it from the apex of turns to its braking point in perfect conditions while making the perfect pass. We’ve also worked on
the Player Impact Engine (PIE) to add more control to the flow of the game. As well as learning new skills, players can now perform new skill
moves as they engage in a situation and create their own
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 64-bit Processor: Intel i5-2400 @ 3.10GHz or AMD equivalent Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 650
GTX / AMD Radeon R9 280 or equivalent Storage: 2 GB available space Recommended: Processor: Intel i7-3770 @ 3.4GHz or AMD equivalent
Memory: 12 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 390 or equivalent
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